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'The only place for all your 
bathroom lighting needs'
The bathroom is undoubtedly one of the most important rooms in your home. However have you ever really thought about 

how you could transform how you use your bathroom every day just by adding lighting? Your bathroom should be a place to 

relax and recharge. Lighting is the one design element which can take your bathroom from a space that is perfect for getting 

ready in the morning to a space that helps you unwind at the end of the day. 

An ideal bathroom lighting scheme is designed in a series of layers;

Firstly, essential task lighting, designed to provide the illumination needed for those everyday bathroom routines such as 

brushing your teeth, shaving or applying make-up. Introducing adequate task lighting will make the biggest difference.  

Secondly, incorporating additional light sources in the room will enhance the ambience. Not only does this add dimension 

and depth to your space but also creates a calming environment that will transform your bathroom into your own luxurious 

sanctuary.

Thirdly, inject your own personal style into your room, pushing the boundaries of what you thought was possible with our 

range of pendants and decorative lighting. 

Our extensive product range features products of the latest styles and innovative designs, sure to cover all bases; from the 

essentials, the little extras and the absolute luxuries.  Create the boutique hotel feel in your own home.   

We are ISO 9001:2015 accredited and offer a strong support structure to ensure there are no obstacles in the way of ensuring 

you achieve your dream bathroom space. Let us inspire you with our range of products and design ideas to help take your 

bathroom from the ordinary, to the extraordinary.

MICHAEL LINSKY
DIRECTOR
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DEDICATED SUPPORT

We offer comprehensive training and advice to aid the 
creation of the perfect bathroom lighting design. Our 
dedicated customer service team are on hand to assist with any 
queries you may have and are only a phone call or email away. 
Our comprehensive website and brochures are also designed 
specifically to help you with all your lighting requirements 
and make it easy to choose the right products. With 15 years 
industry experience and our strong support structure, let us 
show you the Sensio way.    

Our values...

DESIGN & INNOVATION

Design and development has always been at the heart of what 
we do. We don't just follow the trends - we help set them. We 
design and develop products in the UK, allowing us to put 
our expertise and industry knowledge to use, to ensure every 
detail is designed with sheer excellence and to the highest 
standard. Our extensive product range is constantly updated, 
enhanced and improved to ensure we stay at the forefront of 
our industry.

QUALITY THROUGHOUT

We pride ourselves on offering superior quality products, using 
the best components and materials to guarantee long-life 
performance, high light output and enhanced durability. 
To reflect the high quality of our product portfolio, our 
bathroom products  come complete with a 2 Year Guarantee
for your peace of mind. We have also achieved ISO 9001: 2015 
Quality Management Status, demonstrating our ability to
meet both customer and applicable statutory and regulatory 
requirements.

AWARD WINNING PRODUCT DESIGN

HOUSE BEAUTIFUL 
BEST LIGHTING 
SILVER AWARD
2016

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk6
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ISO 9001
Registered

Quality
Management 015
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1. LED Colour
When lighting a bathroom an important factor to consider is the colour of light and which option delivers the right amount 
of light to serve the purpose you need it to. Across our range of LED lighting products you will notice the LED colour option 

we provide to create the perfect lighting scheme.

Cool White LED
For most of the everyday tasks carried out in the bathroom cool white LED's are the best choice as they cast a bright, whiter 
light. Our illuminated mirrors and ceiling spot lights are available in this colour, providing bright illumination for shaving or 
applying make-up. 

Warm White LED
Warm white LED’s have a softer and warmer light and are a great choice for a comfortable and inviting bathroom. Our 
decorative ceiling and wall lights have integrated warm white LED’s to create ambient lighting in the bathroom, producing a 
welcoming atmosphere where you can relax, unwind and let the day melt away. 

2. Task Lighting
When lighting the bathroom the first thing to consider is task lighting. This is lighting for functional use and delivers the right 
amount of illumination for you to carry out your everyday bathroom tasks.  

Ceiling lighting is the primary form of task lighting and is undoubtedly one of the most essential aspects of a bathroom 
lighting scheme. We provide standard recessed spotlight options or alternatively if you’re looking for something a little more 
stylish, use our range of decorative ceiling lighting to create a stunning focal point. 

Good quality light around the mirror is also important and opting for an illuminated mirror is a great way to introduce task 
lighting. Illuminated mirrors provide even illumination for those tasks where lighting your face is important and allow you to 
see yourself in the best possible light. 

Wall lighting placed at either side of a vanity mirror is also a great task lighting solution. Wall lights, positioned at eye level for 
the ideal light direction and to avoid shadows along the face, offer great illumination for detailed tasks. Alternatively, our over 
mirror lights are another great option, use above a non-illuminated mirror to provide additional light.

Cool White
4500K - 6000K

Warm White
2500K - 3000K

What to consider when choosing bathroom lighting...
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3. Mood Lighting
At the end of the day your bathroom should be the place to relax and unwind from the stresses of the day and lighting is 
the perfect way to achieve this. Mood lighting provides a soothing level of light compared to the brightness of task lighting. 

Consider introducing our IP67 rated plinth lights into your design. These can be set into the floor, vanity unit plinth or along 
the base of the bath to inject ambience and atmosphere in your bathroom as well as a striking focal point. Alternatively you 
could illuminate any niches or alcoves in the bathroom with our IP65 rated flexible strip.

4. Convenience Lighting
For inside bathroom cabinets we have a range of lighting solutions. Our chrome LED surface/recess light looks superb in the 
open shelving section of a tall cabinet, providing useful light and also injecting additional ambience into the room.

We also offer a range of rechargeable battery operated light fittings that can easily be retrofit into bathroom cabinets. 
Practical and incredibly simple to install, with no electrical installation, they instantly add a touch of luxury to your bathroom 
design. One popular option is to incorporate one of these fittings as a  ‘night light’  with the integrated PIR sensor providing an 
automatically operated soft light so that you can use the bathroom safely in the middle of the night without being dazzled 
by other bright lights. 

5. IP Ratings and Zones
Finally, the most important factor when choosing bathroom lighting is to ensure that the light fitting is suitable for use in the 
area of the bathroom that you wish to use it. This is classified according to the products IP rating. The higher the rating the 
greater the level of water ingress protection. Bathrooms have different zone areas and these determine what lighting can be 
used safely within that area. A minimum rating of IP44 is essential for lighting used within the outlined bathroom zones shown 
on page 80. Sensio have very strict safety regulations and all of our products are clearly labelled with their IP rating and zones 
of the bathroom they can be used in – helping you to choose bathroom lighting with confidence that you are doing so safely. 
For more information on IP ratings and bathroom zones see pages 80 & 81.

What to consider when choosing bathroom lighting...

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 9
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We use product feature logos on each product page to 
give you a quick overview. Here's a key for these logos.

Bluetooth TM

Demister Pad

Touch Sensor

Infrared Sensor

Shaver Socket 

Rotation Ready
Some of our mirrors are rotatable, meaning that you can hang them either 
landscape or portrait.

Look out for our mirrors that feature audio BluetoothTM  technology,  meaning 
that you can play your favourite music or listen to the radio via BluetoothTM  

connectivity in the bathroom.  

Look out for mirrors that have a preinstalled shaver socket. These are hidden 
away discretely in some of our mirrors and are suitable for electric shavers 
and toothbrushes.

Some of our mirrors feature an infrared sensor meaning the lights can be 
switched on and off with the swipe of a hand - no touch needed. 

Some of our mirrors feature a smart touch sensor that allows you to easily 
switch your lights on and off with one simple touch.

Many of our mirrors contain demister pads, which gently heat the surface of 
the mirror to keep it clear in steam filled bathrooms.

IP Rated

Zones

Fire Rated

Voltage

Retrofit Products

Our fire rated ceiling lights have intumescent properties that restores the fire 
integrity of the ceiling area surrounding any cut out. 

All of our products comply with electrical equipment (safety) regulations 
and each of our bathroom products have been given an appropriate IP 
rating which is clearly stated on each page. For more information see page 81.

These products are simple to install as they require no electrical installation, 
making them ideal for adding to your bathroom design after installation has 
been completed.

Any product with a 240V rating is a mains powered product and does not 
require an LED driver. We also offer low voltage products listed as 350mA or 
24V, for these please ensure you order the driver listed on the product page.

The IEE Wiring Regulations (17th Edition) have identified bathroom zones to 
indicate what type of electrical equipment can be installed. Each page states 
the zone that the product is safe for use in. For more information see page 80.

Keep a look out for these features...

COB LED Lighting
COB (Chip on Board) is one of the very latest LED technologies. COB 
products feature multiple, small LED chips packed together to form one 
lighting module. Benefits include enhanced efficiency, higher light output, 
longer lifespan and no visible individual LED diodes. 

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 11
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LED Ceiling Lighting

CGI REQUIRED
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Ceiling lighting is the one element of a bathroom lighting scheme that is 
essential. Consider the overall style and size of the room to ensure you choose 
the best lighting solution for your bathroom design.

Sensio offer a range of IP rated spot lights, which allow you to tailor a solution 
perfect for you. All Sensio ceiling spot lighting is 240V so are simple to install. 

Select the Sensio ceiling spot light option for you in 3 simple steps;

1. Choose from fire rated or non-fire rated fittings
2. Choose your finish; white, chrome or glass
3. Choose your LED lamp, selecting from cool white or warm white

brighten things up

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 13
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Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

Lamps

> GU10 fitting. Runs at 240V so no external transformer or driver is required.

> Available in a choice of 2 finishes; white or chrome.

> Choose the fitting you require in the desired finish, then select the LED lamp 
you'd like, choosing from cool white or warm white LED.

> The LED lamp itself sits close to the glass for an increased beam angle.

> This fitting is suitable for use above a shower cubical or bath.

> IP65 rated fitting, suitable for use in zones 1 & 2 of the bathroom (see page 80 
for zonal diagram).

* Lamp not included - purchase separately

'the simplest way to 
inject task lighting'

LED Ceiling Lighting >

IP65 GU10
Shower Light

Code Finish Power Supply IP Rating Cut out

SE30014W0.1 White 240V IP65 75mm

SE30022W0.1 Chrome 240V IP65 75mm

Code Description Wattage LED Colour Lumens

SE37105C0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 5W Cool White 
(6000K) 400 lm

SE37105W0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 5W Warm White 
(2500K) 310 lm

SE30014W0.1 SE30022W0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp

Main image shows Chrome Shower Light

Cut-out size: Ø75mmØ
87m

m

4mm
131mm

50mm

82m
m

38mm
Ø62mm

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk14
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Subject to technical changes

> This fire rated fitting has intumescent properties to restore the fire integrity of 
the surface surrounding the cut out in the event of a fire. 

> This fitting has a 90 minute fire rating.

> GU10 fitting. Runs at 240V so no external transformer or driver is required.

> Available in a choice of 2 finishes; white or chrome.

> Choose the fitting you require in the desired finish, then select the LED lamp 
you'd like, choosing from cool white or warm white LED.

>The lamp itself sits close to the glass for an increased beam angle.

> This fitting is suitable for use above a shower cubical or bath. This fitting can 
also be used in downstairs washrooms as well as upstairs installations.

> IP65 rated fitting. Suitable for use in zones 1 & 2 of the bathroom (see page 80 
for zonal diagram).

* Lamp not included - purchase separately

'a small can height for 
lower level installation'

LED Ceiling Lighting >

IP65 GU10
Fire Rated Shower Light

Cut-out size: Ø75mm

SE30034W0.1 SE30042W0.1

Lamps

Main image shows White Fire Rated Shower Light

Ø
87

m
m

Code Description Wattage LED Colour Lumens

SE37105C0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 5W Cool White 
(6000K) 400 lm

SE37105W0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 5W Warm White 
(2500K) 310 lm

GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp

81m
m

4mm
103mm

79mm

Ø64mm
38mmCode Finish Power Supply IP Rating Cut out

SE30034W0.1 White 240V IP65 75mm

SE30042W0.1 Chrome 240V IP65 75mm
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Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

> GU10 fitting. Runs at 240V so no external transformer or driver is required.

> Round & square fittings are available. The fitting features a stunning glass 
surround with a central chrome collar.

> Choose the fitting you require in the desired shape, then select the LED lamp 
you'd like, choosing from warm white or cool white LED.

> This fitting is suitable for use above a shower cubical or bath.

> IP55 rated fitting. Suitable for use in zones 1 & 2 of the bathroom (see page 80 
for zonal diagram).

* Lamp not included - purchase separately

'add a touch of luxury 
with glass shower lights'

LED Ceiling Lighting >

Acorn/Fawn
Glass Shower Light

Code Shape Product Name Power Supply IP Rating Cut out

SE380010 Round Acorn 240V IP55 68mm

SE381010 Square Fawn 240V IP55 68mm

SE380010 SE381010

Cut-out size: Ø68mm Cut-out size: Ø68mm

Lamps

Main image shows Acorn Shower Light
Fawn Shower Light

Code Description Wattage LED Colour Lumens

SE37105C0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 5W Cool White 
(6000K) 400 lm

SE37105W0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp 5W Warm White 
(2500K) 310 lm

GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp

10
4m

m
83

m
m

Ø104mm

22mm

10
0m

m

100mm

22mm

83
m

m
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Subject to technical changes

LED Over Mirror/Wall Lighting 

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 17
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Subject to technical changes

Our over mirror lighting range is specially designed to be positioned above 
a bathroom mirror or cabinet to offer additional light. These attractive 
fittings provide task lighting that makes those bathroom routines a little 
easier. A small detail that creates dramatic impact in your bathroom. Look 
out for our over mirror lights which feature COB LED technology that delivers 
the brightest light output and longest lifespan. 

Introducing wall lighting is also great for achieving a flattering light. 
Use alongside a non-illuminated mirror. Although ceiling lights in the 
bathroom are great for lighting the entire room they aren't ideal for beauty 
and grooming tasks, with the lighting from above often creating shadows 
and lines on your face. Introducing task lighting beside a non-illuminated 
mirror can make all the difference. Specifying the right lighting for the 
bathroom can make everyday tasks easier, quicker and enhance your mood 
for the day ahead. 

a high end finish

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk18
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Subject to technical changes

> This T-bar light is perfect for introducing additional task lighting into the 
bathroom. Use above a non-illuminated mirror or cabinet.

> The 300mm head of the fitting ensures an even illumination across the 
cabinet or mirror front.

> COB LED section with acrylic cover.

> This product uses the latest energy efficient LED technology.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, match with the LED colour 
of your ceiling lighting for a sleek finish.

> Guaranteed to be a stunning focal point in any bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'optimum illumination of 
your mirror or cabinet'

LED Over Mirror Lighting >

Neptune 
COB Over Mirror T-Bar Light

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver

SE34001C0 5W Cool White (6000K) 450 lm 1m ■

SE34001W0 5W Warm White (3000K) 450 lm 1m ■

Driver

Code Colour Code Description

SE491050.1         ■ 12W 350mA IP44 Driver

SE34001C0
SE491050.1

IP44 rated connection 

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 19For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 19
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Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

> The tall curve of the Hydra creates task lighting exactly where you need it 
over the basin and mirror.

> Alternatively, use over a tall cabinet as pictured.

> COB LED section with acrylic cover.

> The Hydra uses the latest energy efficient LED technology.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, match with the LED 
colour of your ceiling lighting for a sleek finish.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'illumination exactly 
where you need it'

LED Over Mirror Lighting >

Hydra 
COB Over Mirror Light

SE34201C0

SE490050.1

SE491050.1

IP44 rated connection 
(included with both drivers)

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver

SE34201C0 3W Cool White (6000K) 280 lm 1m ■  ■

SE34201W0 3W Warm White (3000K) 280 lm 1m ■  ■

Driver

Code Colour Code Description

SE490050.1         ■ 3W 350mA IP44 Driver

SE491050.1         ■ 12W 350mA IP44 Driver

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk20
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Subject to technical changes

> The Wave is a small fitting to maintain a streamlined look in your bathroom, 
however, this COB LED fitting is extremely bright.

> COB LED section with acrylic cover.

> The Wave uses the latest energy efficient LED technology.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, match with the LED 
colour of your ceiling lighting for a sleek finish.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'i'm discreet but bright'

LED Over Mirror Lighting >

Wave 
COB Over Mirror Light

SE34101C0

SE490050.1

SE491050.1

IP44 rated connection 
(included with both drivers)

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver

SE34101C0 3W Cool White (6000K) 280 lm 1m ■  ■

SE34101W0 3W Warm White (3000K) 280 lm 1m ■  ■

Driver

Code Colour Code Description

SE490050.1         ■ 3W 350mA IP44 Driver

SE491050.1         ■ 12W 350mA IP44 Driver
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Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

> The stunning and unique design of the Cascade adds a touch of elegance 
to your bathroom, whilst introducing useful task lighting above a 
non-illuminated cabinet or mirror.

> A great option for creating a stunning focal point in your bathroom.

> Curved clear acrylic fitting with a diffused LED lighting effect and chrome 
base for a high end finish.

> The Cascade uses the latest energy efficient LED technology.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, match with the LED 
colour of your ceiling lighting for a sleek finish.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'a stunning focal point 
for the modern design'

LED Over Mirror Lighting >

Cascade 
Curved Acrylic Over Mirror Light

Driver

Code Colour Code Description

SE490050.1         ■ 3W 350mA IP44 Driver

SE491050.1         ■ 12W 350mA IP44 Driver

SE490050.1

SE491050.1

IP44 rated connection 
(included with both drivers)

SE34301C0Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length Driver

SE34301C0 3W Cool White (6000K) 280 lm 1m ■  ■

SE34301W0 3W Warm White (3000K) 280 lm 1m ■  ■

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk22
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Subject to technical changes

> An elegant fitting with stylish chrome arm and double diffused white cylindrical 
tubes.

> Mount the fitting above a non-illuminated mirror or cabinet for the perfect task 
light when applying make-up or shaving.

> 2 x LED G9 Capsule lamps included - lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> The 360o  beam angle ensures light is cast from every angle of this fitting to 
provide useful task lighting and illumination to your bathroom.

> Warm white LED's create a relaxing ambience.

> A great addition to any bathroom lighting scheme.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

 

'hotel chic in your own 
home'

LED Over Mirror Lighting >

Phoenix
Double LED Tube Wall Light

SE34091W0 - On and Off

Code Wattage LED Colour
 
Lumens Cable Length

SE34091W0 7W Warm White (3000K) 700 lm N/A

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 23For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 23
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Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

> The Erin wall light features a chrome base with a frosted white cylindrical tube.

> Simple, sleek design that will bring a touch of style to any bathroom.

> The frosted glass around the light creates a diffused lighting effect and tranquil 
atmosphere. 

> Our designer suggests mounting one at either side of a vanity mirror to create 
a real focal point and boutique style in your bathroom.

> The 360o  beam angle ensures light is cast from every angle of this fitting to 
provide useful task lighting and illumination to your bathroom.

> The G9 LED lamp included has a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> Warm white LED's create a relaxing ambience.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'create a high-end look 
in an instant'

LED Wall Lighting >

Erin
Single LED Tube Wall Light

Zones

SE34191W0 - On and OffCode Wattage LED Colour Lumens Cable length 

SE34191W0 3.5W Warm White (3000K) 350 lm N/A

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk24
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Subject to technical changes

> The Madison light fitting houses two diffused LED light sections per fitting, 
one top and one bottom.  

> The fitting features two frosted glass sections to emit a diffused LED lighting 
glow which casts up and down the wall.

> Our designer suggests mounting one at either side of a vanity mirror to create 
a stunning feature.

> The integrated LED's have a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> Warm white LED's create a relaxing ambience.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'add a touch of metallic 
luxe to your bathroom'

LED Wall Lighting >

Madison
LED Up/Down Wall Light

Code Wattage LED Colour Lumens Cable Length

SE34291W0 8W Warm White (3000K) 540 lm N/A

SE34291W0 - Top and Bottom of fitting

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 25For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 25
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Subject to technical changes Subject to technical changes

> The modern Infinity wall light has a ceramic, satin white finish to compliment 
an array of bathroom interior styles and decors.

> The fitting has an infinity symbol design with gentle curves which create a 
diffused illumination and a homogenous glow on the fitting's fascia.

> 30 integrated warm white LED's create a comforting glow that brightens any 
space whilst adding dimension to the bathroom wall.

> The LED's have a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> The Infinity fitting can be mounted horizontally or vertically.

> The textured finish of this wall light adds depth to white walls for a minimalistic 
look. For a bolder look use this fitting on a strong wall colour as shown 
opposite. 

> Mount one at both sides of a vanity mirror to create a stunning feature.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'a unique style for a 
unique finish'

LED Wall Lighting >

Infinity
White LED Wall Light

Zones

Code Wattage LED Colour Lumens Cable Length 

SE32009W0 6W Warm White (3000K) 300 lm 1.2m

SE32009W0 - On and Off

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk26
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Subject to technical changes

LED Cabinet Lighting
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Subject to technical changes

Illuminate your bathroom cabinets for ultimate ease of use by introducing 
cabinet lighting. This is a beautiful extra that will bring a level of luxury to any 
bathroom design as well as making life a little easier; no more searching for 
bathroom products in the back of dark cabinets. Alternatively, they can be 
used as feature lighting to simply create atmosphere.

Need retrofit lighting? No problem. We offer a range of Rechargeable 
Lithium-ion Battery Lights that require no electrical installation so they can 
be installed by anyone and are ideal for retrofit installations. These fittings are 
perfect for use inside or underneath bathroom cabinets, with the integrated 
PIR sensor switching the light on/off as the door opens/closes. These fittings 
are extremely easy to maintain and only need recharging every 5 months on 
average (not to be recharged in-situ).

Make life a little easier

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk28
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Subject to technical changes

LED Cabinet Lighting >

Orca
IP44 Recess/Surface Light 

Code Wattage LED Colour Qty Lumens Driver Cable Length

SE9006HDCW 1.65W Cool White (5000K) 1 71 lm ■ 1.5m

SE9006HDCWK2 3.3W Cool White (5000K) 2 71 lm 15W included 1.5m

SE9006HDCWK3 4.95W Cool White (5000K) 3 71 lm 15W included 1.5m

SE9006HDWW 1.65W Warm  White (3000K) 1 66 lm ■ 1.5m

SE9006HDWWK2 3.3W Warm  White (3000K) 2 66 lm 15W included 1.5m

SE9006HDWWK3 4.95W Warm  White (3000K) 3 66 lm 15W included 1.5m

> The Orca can be used to introduce useful task lighting into the bathroom.

> Alternatively use this fitting as feature lighting to simply create atmosphere.

> For mounting under or in cabinets. 

> Features a 1.5m cable and driver cable with an IP44 rated connector for 
protection against moisture ingress.

> This fitting is supplied with a removable collar so it can be either recessed or 
surface mounted. 

> 24 integrated LED's provide optimum light output.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to harmoniously 
colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> If more than one fitting is to be run from a single driver the Y-Splitter is required.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'task lighting that 
creates atmosphere'

Can be used in the kitchen as well as the bedroom

Code Colour Code Description

SE40560          ■ IP44 15W Driver with IP44 Lead

SE10345 IP44 Y-Splitter

SE10346 IP44 1m Inter-Connecting Lead

Accessories

Cut-out size: Ø61mmSE9006HDCW On and Off

SE40560 SE10345 SE10346

Y-Splitter diagram

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 29For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 29
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Surface mounted with integrated PIR

LED Rechargeable Cabinet Lighting >

Solus
Angled LED In Cabinet Spot Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens

SE20061C0 0.7W 14pcs Cool White (4500K) 1 52 lm

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable

> The versatile Solus angled round light is specifically designed for illuminating 
the interior of bathroom cabinets and is ideal for retro-fitting.

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required.

> The product is cable free for ease of installation.

> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger.

> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on/off 
when the bathroom cabinet door is opened/closed.

> The detection range of the PIR is 2m so the fitting can be positioned as required 
inside the cabinet.

> The battery life of the product is 5 months based on 2 minutes of use per day. 
The charging time is 3 hours on average.

> The product also has an override on/off switch.

> This product is IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the 
bathroom (see page 80 for zonal diagram).

'so simple to install 
and maintain'

Mounting bracket included for 
installationCharging point & on/off switch

Rechargeable battery via USB Charger.
Charge using the plug provided or via the 
USB cable (using a laptop for example).

Red indicator light shows that the unit is 
charging (not to be charged insitu when 
the fitting is used in a bathroom).

80
m

m
17

m
m

83mm

35m
m

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk30
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Subject to technical changes

LED Rechargeable Cabinet Lighting >

Mimas
LED In Cabinet Light

> The versatile Mimas rectangular light is specifically designed for illuminating the 
interior of bathroom cabinets and is ideal for retro-fitting.

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required.

> The product is cable free for ease of installation.

> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger.

> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on/off 
when the bathroom cabinet door is opened/closed.

> The detection range of the PIR is 2m, meaning the fitting can be positioned as 
required inside the cabinet.

> The battery life of the product is 5 months based on 2 minutes of use per day. 
The charging time is 3 hours on average.

> The product also has an override on/off switch.

> This product is IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the 
bathroom (see page 80 for zonal diagram).

'lighting just where 
you need it'

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Qty Lumens

SE20051C0 0.7W 14pcs Cool White (4500K) 1 52 lm

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable

Integrated PIR

Charging point & 
on/off switch

SE2007000 
Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase separately)

Mounting bracket included for installation

30
m

m

200mm

55mm

(Product not to be charged insitu 
when the fitting is used in a bathroom).
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Surface mounted with integrated PIR

LED Rechargeable Cabinet Lighting >

Prisma
Rechargeable Tiltable LED Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens

SE20230W0.1 0.5W 8 Cool White (4500K) 1 57 lm

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable

> This discreet adjustable light is perfect for illuminating the interior of bathroom 
cabinets and is ideal for retro-fitting. The tiltable LED centre allows you to angle 
the light as desired.

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required.

> This product is cable free for ease of installation.

> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger.

> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on/off 
when the cabinet door is opened/closed - this feature has been improved for 
enhanced efficiency to include an option where the PIR sensor will only activate 
when the surrounding area is dark.

> The battery life of the product is 5 months based on 2 minutes of use per day. 
The charging time is 3 hours on average.

> This product is IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the 
bathroom (see page 80 for zonal diagram).

'angle the light as 
you need it'

Mounting bracket included for 
installation

Charging point & On, Day/Night and 
Off switch.

Rechargeable battery via USB Charger.
Charge using the plug provided or via the 
USB cable (using a laptop for example).

SE2007000
Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase separately)

68mm

13m
m

3m
m

15m
m

52mm

78mm

78
m

m

Switch to Day/Night - the PIR sensor will work whatever the surrounding lighting is.
Switch to On - the PIR sensor will only work when the surrounding light is dark.
Switch to Off - will turn off all the functions.

(Product not to be charged insitu 
when the fitting is used in a bathroom).

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk32
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Subject to technical changes

LED Rechargeable Cabinet Lighting >

Orion
Rechargeable LED Night Light

Code Wattage LED Qty LED Colour
 
Quantity Lumens

SE20292W0 0.5W 8pcs Cool White (4500K) 1 57 lm

Accessories

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m cable

> The versatile Orion light is perfect for fitting inside cabinets or under floating 
cabinets in the bathroom. Ideal for retro-fitting.

> Contains a rechargeable Lithium-ion battery. No electrical installation required.

> The product is cable free for ease of installation.

> Rechargeable via a pluggable USB charger.

> Features an integrated PIR sensor which automatically switches the light on/off 
when the bathroom cabinet door is opened/closed.

> The detection range of the PIR is 2m, meaning that the fitting projects a beam 
of light across the floor when mounted under a floating cabinet, should you 
need to get up in the middle of the night. 

> The battery life of the product is 5 months based on 2 minutes of use per day. 
The charging time is 3 hours on average.

> The product also has an override on/off switch.

> This product is IP20 rated so must be used outside zones 0, 1 and 2 of the 
bathroom (see page 80 for zonal diagram).

'illuminates the floor as 
motion is detected'

Charging point & on/off switch

SE2007000
Pluggable USB Charger 
(purchase separately)

200mm

20mm

18
m

m
32

m
m

13mm

(Product not to be charged insitu 
when the fitting is used in a bathroom).
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LED Mood Lighting
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Inject tranquility and create an aura of relaxation by introducing mood 
lighting into your bathroom. This lighting offers a much softer, soothing 
level of light compared with the brightness of task lighting. If you 
have niches or alcoves in your bathroom, illuminate them with an IP 
rated flexible strip. Alternatively, integrate plinth lights around the bath to 
create a relaxing ambience as well as a striking focal point. Mood lighting 
is also perfect for enhancing features to create a dramatic effect.  Our range 
of mood lighting is all IP rated and can be used in all bathroom zones. 

relax at the end of the day

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 35
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SE35000C6

 

> All components required are included in the pack (6 fittings and LED driver).

> 2 x 500mm cables on each individual fitting. 1.5 metres of mains cable from the 
driver.

> Quality stainless steel fittings.

> The maximum walkover pressure is 100kg. 

> As well as using in the plinth, this fitting is also suitable for use in bath panels, 
ceramic tiles, natural stone, hard wood or Quartz flooring. 

> Cool white LED, an ideal plinth lighting option for the contemporary bathroom 
design.

> Our designer suggests integrating these spotlights around the bath or shower 
area to create a focal feature.

> Low energy consumption, each fitting runs at only 0.3W.

> The maximum wattage load of the driver in this pack is 8W.

> IP67 rated fittings suitable for use in all bathroom zones (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'mood lighting anywhere 
in the bathroom'

LED Mood Lighting >

Nimbus 
IP67 Round Plinth Light Kit

Code Wattage LED Colour Qty Lumens Driver Cable Length

SE35000C6 1.8W Cool White (5500K) 6 21 lm included 1m PF*

Cut-out size: Ø24mm

*PF - Per Fitting

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk36
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Subject to technical changes

'create stunning effects'

LED Mood Lighting >

Lumo 
IP65 Flexible Strip

Code Wattage Length LED's LED Colour Lumens Driver 

SE30115C0 2.5W 1000mm 36 Cool White (5000K) 280 lm  ■ 

SE30115W0 2.5W 1000mm 36 Warm White (3000K) 244 lm  ■   

SE30025C0 5W 2000mm 72 Cool White (5000K) 440 lm  ■  

SE30025W0 5W 2000mm 72 Warm White (3000K) 383 lm  ■ 

Accessories

Code Colour Code Description

SE40560         ■  IP44 15W Driver with IP44 Lead

SE10345 IP44 Y-Splitter

SE10346 IP44 Extension Lead

....to the connector on the 
end of the flexible strip.

SE30115C0

> Introduce stunning mood lighting to your bathroom and create dramatic 
effects by enhancing features or main focal points. 

> This high output, IP65 rated flexible LED strip light is available in 1m and 2m 
lengths. 

> The product has 3M self-adhesive backing for accurate positioning of the strip. 
Please then use the rubber clips and screws provided with each flexible strip to 
securely fix in place. 

> The strip can be cut at 16.5mm intervals (every 6 LED's) indicated by scissor 
marks - the strip can only be cut once. 

> When the strip has been cut the end must be sealed using an end cap and 
silicone to maintain the IP integrity (one end cap provided with each fitting).

> Our designer suggests placing flexible strips in niches in bathroom walls or 
cabinets to create a striking effect. If you have a floating vanity unit, use flexible 
strip beneath to add depth.

> Available in both cool white and warm white LED, allowing you to 
harmoniously colour match all lighting in your bathroom design.

> IP65 rated, suitable for use in zone 1 and 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 
for zonal diagram).

simply attach the driver lead....

SE40560 SE10345 SE10346

If more than one Lumo strip is to be run from a single 
driver the SE10345 (Y-Splitter) accessory is required. 
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> Use the Linia recessed aluminium profile with our IP rated flexible strip in 
the bathroom to provide a neat finish to your installation whilst offering 
additional protection.

> The diffuser has been manufactured from more flexible material so it is 
much easier to install.

> We have redesigned the Linia end caps to be round that protrude from the 
fitting to fill the gap in the furniture when cut with a router for a much 
neater finish – end caps and mounting brackets included with each profile.

> The Linia and IP rated flexible strip can be cut to length making this an 
extremely versatile solution – perfect to meet bespoke sizes.

> The Linia has been created in two sizes to work best for your requirements.

> Our designer suggests using this profile in a niche for a flush fit and seamless 
finish within the surrounding area.

> The aluminium lip either side of the fascia has been reduced for a more 
streamlined finish.

'flush fit for a sleek finish'

LED Mood Lighting >

Linia 
Recessed Aluminium Profile

Accessories

Code Description

SE980050 2 x End Caps for Recessed Profile

SE981050 2  x Mounting Brackets for Surface Mounted/Recessed Profile

*Flexible Strip Lighting sold separately - see page 37

SE981050

SE980120
Code Length

 
Driver Cable Length

SE980120 1000mm N/A N/A

SE980220 2200mm N/A N/A

The above specification will be available from February 2017.
Current specification: 
- 1000mm and 2000mm length available
- Flat end caps
- Cut-out: Width: 18.5mm -19mm
                      Depth: 6mm - 6.2mm
               

SE980050

Cut-out
Width: 18mm (without bracket)
                19mm (with bracket)
Depth: 6.5mm

End caps and mounting 
brackets included

21mm

8m
m

16.6mm

19mm

0.
3m

m

(available from Feb 2017)
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Subject to technical changes

> Use the Fino surface mounted profile with our IP rated flexible strip in the 
bathroom to provide a neat finish to your installation whilst offering additional 
protection.

> The diffuser has been manufactured from more flexible material so it is much 
easier to install.

> We have specially designed our end caps to tailor fit our flexible strip lighting for 
a perfect fit - end caps and mounting brackets included with the Fino.

> The Fino and IP rated flexible strip can be cut to length making this an extremely 
versatile solution – perfect when you have bespoke sizes to meet.

> Our designer suggests fitting Fino underneath wall mounted cabinets to create 
depth and dimension in the bathroom as well as a great focal point. 

'ensure a neat finish'

LED Mood Lighting >

Fino 
Surface Mounted Profile

Code Length
 
Driver Cable Length

SE981120 1000mm N/A N/A

SE981220 2000mm N/A N/A

Accessories

Code Description

SE982050 2 x End caps for Surface Mounted Profile

SE981050 2 x Mounting Brackets for Surface Mounted/Recessed Profile

*Flexible Strip Lighting sold separately - see page 37

SE982050 SE981050

SE981120

The above specification will be available from February 2017.
Current Specification:
- Width: 17mm
- Depth: 8mm
               

End caps and mounting 
brackets included

8.
5m

m

16mm
18mm

0.
3m

m

(available from Feb 2017)
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LED Pendant Lighting

CGI REQUIRED
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Introducing pendant lighting into a bathroom is the ultimate style statement 
and is a great option if you have the space. No longer are pendants simply 
used in the kitchen or above dining tables. Our pendant lights are IP rated and 
therefore suitable for use in the bathroom and any other area in the home. 
Not only does a pendant light add visual sparkle to the bathroom but it also 
compliments the other lighting within the room. Use a statement pendant 
like Bellatrix over a free standing bath to inject a real 'wow' factor. Or cluster 
together the Zirconia single pendants in the corner over a countertop or over 
the bath to add an elegant, on-trend designer edge to your bathroom.

the ultimate statement

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 41
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> Cast a stunning display of light with this exquisite droplet pendant finished in 
chrome and complete with a clear base laced with floating crystals. 

> The LED’s bounce and reflect light from the crystals to provide a sparkling light 
that cascades down. 

> The 24 integrated LED's have a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> Combine the pendant light with ceiling spotlights to provide both ambient 
and task lighting to your bathroom.

> The pendant is suspended on a 920mm stainless steel cable which is adjustable 
so you can tailor the piece to fit according to your ceiling height. 

> This pendant looks stunning on its own or in a cluster with two or three fittings 
next to each other. 

> This pendant is also great for use in bedrooms, hallways and above a kitchen 
island or dining table.

> This pendant is specifically designed for the bathroom and with an IP44 rating 
it is suitable for use in zone 2 areas (see page 80 for zonal diagram).

'a drop of style'

LED Pendant Lighting >

Zirconia
Crystal Cone Pendant Light

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens Cable Length

SE32101W0 Warm White (3000K) 4.8W 330 lm 920mm

12
00

m
m

120mm

SE32101W0 - On and Off Chrome base of the fitting

Design idea

Cluster 3 Zirconia pendants in the 

corner over a bathroom countertop to 

inject on-trend style into your bathroom 

design. 

Crystal segment of the pendant

920m
m

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk42
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> This amazing pendant light features a polished chrome finish with a beautiful 
crystal layer that sits on the bottom of the fitting.

> The Bellatrix pendant has 972 integrated LED's that bounce light off the 
crystals to create a stunning sparkling light effect whilst providing superbly 
bright illumination. 

> The pendant is dimmable so you can adjust the brightness as required.

> The integrated LED's have a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> The pendant is suspended on 1.1m stainless steel cables which are adjustable 
so you can tailor the piece to fit according to your ceiling height. 

> Create a stunning centre piece by suspending above your bathtub or in the 
centre of the room.

> This pendant is also great for use in bedrooms, hallways and above a kitchen 
island or dining table.

> This pendant is specifically designed for the bathroom environment and with 
an IP44 rating it is suitable for use in zone 2 areas (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'the ultimate statement'

LED Pendant Lighting >

Bellatrix
Crushed Crystal Pendant Light

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens Cable Length  

SE32001W0 Warm White (3000K) 33.12W 2000 lm 1.1m

12
00

m
m

SE32001W0 - On and Off

Crystal segment of the pendant

230mm
1000mm

17
0m

m

36
0m

m

50mm

11
00

m
m
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Decorative LED Ceiling Lighting

CGI REQUIRED
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Bathroom ceiling lighting doesn't always mean recessed spotlights. You can 
choose a fitting that instantly brings more charm and appeal to the bathroom 
whilst still offering practical task lighting.  Consider the overall style and size 
of the room to ensure you choose the best lighting solution. Our range of 
decorative LED ceiling light options are sure to create a stunning focal point 
and high-end look.  The warm white LED colour of this range is also perfect 
for adding ambience and a comforting touch to your bathroom design.

Feature Lighting

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 45
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> This stylish fitting features a chrome ceiling plate and frosted glass diffuser 
designed to provide superior illumination.

> The simple and elegant design of the Cora is sure to make a strong style 
statement in any bathroom.

> The 60 integrated LED's have a lifespan of 30,000 hours. 

> This fitting has a luminous efficacy of 87 lm/W making it exceptionally bright 
to provide perfect task lighting.

> Warm white LED's create a relaxing ambience.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'a stunning focal point 
for any bathroom'

Decorative LED Ceiling Lighting >

Cora
Dome LED Ceiling Light 

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens Cable Length

SE62191W0 Warm White (3000K) 12W 1050 lm N/A

SE62191W0 - On and Off

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk46
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Subject to technical changes

> Create practical and ambient bathroom lighting with this contemporary, flat   
round ceiling light with chrome surround and glass diffuser.

> The wide beam angle and high light output make this fitting a practical yet 
attractive primary task light. 

> The 90 integrated LED's have a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> This fitting has a luminous efficacy of 86 lm/W making it exceptionally bright,  
the perfect task lighting solution.

> Warm white LED's create a relaxing ambience.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'centre of attention'

Decorative LED Ceiling Lighting >

Hudson
Flat Round LED Ceiling Light

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens Cable Length

SE62291W0 Warm White (3000K) 18W 1550 lm N/A
SE62291W0 - On and Off
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> The adjustable spotlight means you can angle the light as you require - each 
fitting can be rotated 360o.

> A perfect fitting for complementing contemporary surroundings. 

> The chrome fitting offers style whilst being durable enough to withstand the 
wet, heat and humidity of the bathroom.

> Supplied with a warm white COB LED lamp which can be changed to a cool 
white option if required, select from page 14 -16.

> The GU10 LED lamp included has a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> This fitting runs at only 5W for low energy consumption.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'get some focus'

Decorative LED Ceiling Lighting >

Astrid Single
Adjustable LED Spotlight

SE380010

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens Cable Length

SE62391W0 Warm White (3000K) 5W 480 lm N/A

SE62391W0 - On and Off

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk48
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> A modern chrome lighting fixture that is perfect for a contemporary bathroom 
design.

> Adjustable multi-angled spotlights allow you to highlight key focal points in 
the bathroom - each fitting can be rotated 360o.

> Supplied with warm white COB LED lamps which can be changed to cool 
white options if required, select from page 14 -16. 

> The 3 GU10 LED lamps included in this fitting have a lifespan of 30,000 hours.

> Each spotlight runs at 5W for low energy consumption.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'highlight your 
bathroom features'

Decorative LED Ceiling Lighting >

Astrid Cluster
Adjustable LED Spotlight Cluster

Code LED Colour Wattage Lumens Cable Length 

SE62491W0 Warm White (3000K) 15W 1440 lm N/A

SE62491W0 - On and Off

250m
m

110mm
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Accessories
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it's all in the details

The perfect finish to any bathroom is in the finer details, so complete the look 
by adding the finishing touch with our practical yet stylish accessories. If you've 
found the perfect mirror but it doesn't have an integrated  shaver socket, simply 
choose one from our range. If you need a little additional storage space, our glass 
LED shelf light is perfect to display your toiletries whilst also adding useful light.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk 51
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Accessories >

Shaver Sockets
Dual Voltage Shaver and Toothbrush Sockets

> Our dual voltage shaver and toothbrush socket is available in a chrome or white 
finish to best suit your bathroom design.

> Both sockets have slim profiles, making this a very discreet fitting. 

> Compatible with both electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> If you've found the perfect mirror but it doesn't have a shaver socket then 
choosing one of these is a great alternative. 

> Dual voltage: 115V & 230V.

> A neat and practical accessory for any bathroom.
> IP20 rated, suitable for use outside of zone 0, 1 and 2 areas of the bathroom (see 

page 80 for zonal diagram).

'perfect addition 
alongside your mirror'

Code Finish Cable Length

SE3014200 Chrome N/A

SE3013400 White N/A

SE3014200 SE3013400 SE3014200 SE3013400
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Subject to technical changes

SE30156W0

> The Florence has an aluminium frame containing a high power LED strip 
light. A pane of frosted glass slots into the frame and a diffused and subtle 
lighting effect is created. 

> High output, cool white LED strip integrated.

> On/off switch integrated (located on the underside of the shelf – to the right 
hand side when fit).

> LED driver built-in so no need to purchase and fit a separate driver.

> The maximum weight load of the shelf is 3kg.

> This fitting is perfect if you require additional storage space/illumination in 
close proximity to the basin. (The shelf must be fit a minimum of 0.6m away 
from the basin or bath/shower).

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'add ambience and 
additional storage space'

Accessories >

Florence 
IP44 LED Glass Shelf Light

Code Wattage LED Colour Length Width Cable Length

SE30156W0 12W Cool White (4500K) 500mm 135mm 1m

500mm

500mm

66mm

135m
m

13
5m

m
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Make an impactA mirror is an essential element in any bathroom as it is integral to the daily 
routine. Incorporate an illuminated mirror to provide the perfect lighting 
when getting ready in the morning whilst also making a design statement. 
Here at Sensio we offer an extensive range of illuminated LED mirrors in 
various styles and with a wealth of integrated features. Alternatively, our range 
of mirrored cabinets are perfect for adding style whilst maximising storage 
space. Whatever your needs, our collection is guaranteed to meet them. 
Choose from the latest features including touch sensors, colour changing 
LED technology and even enjoy your favourite music with our range of Audio 
BluetoothTM mirrors. All of our illuminated mirrors are IP44 rated and really 
do have a beauty of their own that can truly reflect your individual style and 
enhance any bathroom design.

make a statement
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SE30456C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Ester
LED Mirror

> 48 high power LED's provide optimum illumination for everyday tasks such as 
shaving or make-up application.

> This mirror features a simple and effortless design. 

> Ultra slim design makes this mirror a discrete yet stylish addition to any 
bathroom.

> Easy to install.

> Chrome pull cord to easily activate lights.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'sophisticated, slimline 
mirror with pull cord'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30456C0 3.36W 500mm 390mm 48 Cool White (6000K) 336 lm

Pull Cord to activate LED's

390mm

50
0m

m
30

m
m
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Subject to technical changes

390mm

50
0m

m
30

m
mSE30466C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Isla
Battery Powered LED Mirror

> This mirror has 48 integrated LED's and is sure to brighten up any bathroom.

> A great option for retro-fitting.

> This mirror is battery powered and requires 8 x AA batteries (not included).

>The batteries in this product will last on average one year based on 10 minutes 
usage per day.

> Also suitable for use with rechargeable batteries.

> Anyone can easily install the mirror as no wiring or electrician is required.

> Ideal if you want a mirror with a good light output but low power consumption 
and no impact on energy bills.

> Ideal as an add on to a finished bathroom.

> Rocker switch to activate lights.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'ultimate ease of 
installation'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30466C0 3.36W 500mm 390mm 48 Cool White (6000K) 336 lm

Battery Powered

Rocker Switch to activate LED's
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500mm

60
0m

m

465mm

SE30486C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Tula
LED Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output for everyday tasks such as 
shaving or make-up application.

> This stylish mirror comprises of a double row of natural white LED's on both sides 
for a simple yet stunning effect.

> Chrome pull cord to easily activate lights.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'simple design, stunning 
effect'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30486C0 4.2W 600mm 500mm 60 Cool White (6000K) 420 lm

Pull Cord to activate LED's

30
m

m
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Subject to technical changes

SE30496C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Albany
LED Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide perfect illumination for everyday tasks such as 
shaving or make-up application.

> The mirror's modern design is sure to add a dash of style to any bathroom.

> Chrome pull cord to easily activate lights.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'slim mirror with a 
beautiful, subtle glow'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30496C0 4.2W 700mm 500mm 60 Cool White (6000K) 420 lm

Pull Cord to activate LED's

500mm

70
0m

m
30

m
m
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SE30506C0.1

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Ava
Battery Operated LED Mirror

> 60 integrated high powered LED's for optimum light output.

> A great option for retro-fitting.

> This mirror is battery powered and requires 8 x AA batteries (not included).

>The batteries in this product will last on average one year based on 10 minutes 
usage per day.

> Also suitable for use with rechargeable batteries.

> Anyone can easily install the mirror as no wiring or electrician is required.

> Ideal if you want a mirror with good light output but low power consumption and 
no impact on energy bills.

> Rocker switch to activate lights.

> Ideal as an add on to a finished bathroom.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'no wiring required'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30506C0.1 4.2W 700mm 500mm 60 Cool White (6000K) 360 lm

Battery Powered

Rocker Switch to activate LED's

500mm

70
0m

m
30

m
m
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Subject to technical changes

SE30516C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors>

Orla
Round LED Mirror

> This mirror features a stylish border of 48 integrated LED's provide great 
illumination for everyday tasks and is sure to create a feature on any 
bathroom wall.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via infrared sensor.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'stunning centre piece 
with innovative features'

Code Wattage Height Depth LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30516C0 3.36W 500mm 40mm 48 Cool White (6000K) 336 lm

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

500mm

50
0m

m
40

m
m
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SE30536C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Skye
LED Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output and illumination for everyday 
tasks such as shaving or make-up application.

> This mirror features a simple yet elegant design that will add a touch of luxury to 
any bathroom.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via infrared sensor.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'elegance with optimum 
light output'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30536C0 4.2W 600mm 500mm 60 Cool White (6000K) 420 lm

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

50
m

m

500mm

60
0m

m
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Subject to technical changes

SE30696C0.1 - Portrait

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Kai
LED Mirror

> This stylish mirror features a row of 30 natural white LED's on both sides to give a 
good level of illumination.

>This mirror is packed with features.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> The mirror is rotation ready so can be hung portrait or landscape.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'cover all of your needs 
with the Kai'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30696C0.1 4.2W 700mm 500mm 60 Cool White (6000K) 360 lm

  SE30696C0.1 - Landscape

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

Shaver Socket

500mm

70
0m

m
30

m
m

Demister activated via Rocker Switch
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Serenity
Duo Backlit LED Mirror

> Duo LED Colour Technology lets you choose between warm white and cool 
white depending on your mood.

> Backlit ambient LED lighting creates a stunning feature for any bathroom.

> Serenity features an integrated memory function, remembering the LED colour 
last selected before the mirror was switched off.

> Designer touch sensor switch on the mirror fascia allows easy activation of LED's.

> The touch sensor illuminates blue when the LED's are switched on and red when 
they are switched off.

> When the LED's are switched on simply hold your finger on the touch sensor to 
change the LED colour to your desired choice.

> A perfect addition for both traditional and contemporary style bathrooms.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'lighting to match your 
mood'

SE30716D0

Code Wattage Height Width LED's Colour Temp. Lumens

SE30716D0 8.3W 700mm 500mm 138 4100K - 6400K 675 lm

Cool White

Warm White

470mm

70
0m

m

500mm

40
m

m
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Subject to technical changes

SE30566C0.1 

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Nyla
LED Mirror with Glass Shelf

> This mirror with 40 integrated LED's and external glass shelf is a great option if 
you lack storage space in your bathroom. 

> The shelf has a depth of 90mm. 

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'perfect for adding a little 
extra storage space'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30566C0.1 2.8W 600mm 500mm 40 Natural White (4000K) 240 lm

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

Demister activated via Rocker Switch

Shaver Socket

500mm

500mm 90mm

60
0m

m
45

m
m
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SE30556C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Sienna
LED Mirror

> This mirror features a row of 24 natural white LED's on both sides for superb 
illumination.

> This mirror's small size makes it perfect for brightening up a smaller bathroom or 
for use in cloakrooms.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

>  Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'compact mirror with a lot 
packed in'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30556C0 7.68W 500mm 390mm 48 Natural White (4000K) 653 lm

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

Demister activated via Rocker Switch

Shaver Socket

390mm

50
0m

m
50

m
m
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Subject to technical changes
SE30576C0.1 - Landscape

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Bronte
LED Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output.

>The simple, sleek design of this mirror makes it a stunning addition to any 
bathroom.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Full sized integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam 
filled bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

>The mirror is rotation ready so can be hung portrait or landscape.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for 
zonal diagram).

'extremely thin profile 
design'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30576C0.1 4.2W 800mm 600mm 60 Cool White (6000K) 360 lm

SE30576C0.1 - Portrait

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

600mm

80
0m

m
30

m
m

Demister activated via Rocker Switch
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SE30726C0 - Landscape

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Glimmer 500/900/1200
Dimmable LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> The ambient glow surrounding the mirror makes this a stunning addition to any 
bathroom.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> The mirror can be hung portrait or landscape.

> Dimmable LED border, adjust the brightness of the light as required.

> Three widths available; 500mm, 900mm, 1200mm.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'stunning mirror in three
sizes'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30726C0 14.58W 600mm 500mm 243 Cool White (6400K) 1090 lm

SE30736C0 20.34W 600mm 900mm 339 Cool White (6400K) 1500 lm

SE30746C0 24.65W 600mm 1200mm 411 Cool White (6400K) 1850 lm

SE30736C0 - Landscape SE30746C0 - Landscape

Infrared Sensor to 
activate LED's

Demister activated via 
Rocker Switch

Acrylic Diffuser

40
m

m
60

0m
m

500/900/1200mm

473/873/1173mm
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Eden
Backlit LED Mirror

> This mirror's backlit ambient LED lighting is certain to add a designer touch to 
your bathroom. 

> At 900mm wide, Eden is a perfect addition for larger bathrooms.

> Touch sensor switch on the mirror fascia allows the LED's and demister pad to be 
easily activated.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via touch switch.

> This simple design makes it perfect for any bathroom scheme whether it's 
traditional or contemporary.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'add depth with this sleek 
backlit mirror'

SE30756C0

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30756C0 10.44W 600mm 900mm 174 Cool White (6400K) 830 lm

Touch  Sensor Switch
 to activate LED's

40mm900mm

60
0m

m

870m
m
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Lucia
Ambient Side-Lit LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Ambient glow that illuminates both sides of the mirror.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> The large size of this mirror makes it the perfect addition to be used over a wide 
vanity unit. Fill the wall with this attractive feature mirror.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'discreet LED panels, 
superior brightness'

SE30766C0

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30766C0 11.16W 800mm 720mm 186 Cool White (6400K) 835 lm

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

Demister activated via 
Rocker Switch

720mm

30
m

m
80

0m
m

650mm
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Vermont
Diffused LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Features an integrated infrared sensor which means the lights can be switched 
on/off with the swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via infrared sensor.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> The mirror can be hung portrait or landscape to suit your personal preference.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'four key features packed 
into one mirror'

SE30776C0 - Portrait

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30776C0 14W 700mm 500mm 156 Natural White (4000K) 610 lm

SE30776C0 - Landscape Shaver Socket

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

45
m

m

500mm

70
0m

m
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SE30646C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Crono
Digital Clock LED Mirror

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output.

> This innovative mirror lets you keep track of time in the bathroom using the 
integrated 24 hour digital clock. 

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'keep track of time whilst 
in the shower'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30646C0 9.6W 600mm 700mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 845 lm

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

Demister activated
via Rocker Switch

Shaver Socket

24 Hour Digital Clock

50mm700mm

60
0m

m
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SE30656C0

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Apollo
Bluetooth LED Mirror

> Full Bluetooth capability.

> Play music or listen to the radio by connecting to a Bluetooth™ mobile device.

> 60 integrated LED's provide optimum light output making this mirror both 
practical and innovative.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> Features a shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> Remote control included.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'listen to music in the 
shower'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30656C0 9.6W 600mm 500mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 845 lm

Infrared Sensor

Shaver Socket

BluetoothTM Connectivity

500mm

60
0m

m
50

m
m

Demister activated
via Rocker Switch
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Grace
Diffused LED Mirror

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> The clean lines and subtle curves of this mirror add a touch of style to any 
bathroom design.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via infrared sensor.

> The mirror can be hung portrait or landscape to suit your personal preference.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'continuous LED border for 
a striking effect'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30676C0 12.8W 800mm 600mm 80 Natural White (4000K) 1152 lm

SE30676C0 - Portrait

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

35
m

m

600mm

80
0m

m
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Rae
Bluetooth Side-Lit LED Mirror

'play music through your 
mirror'

SE30786C0

> Full Bluetooth capability.

> Play music or listen to the radio by connecting to a Bluetooth™ mobile device.

> Built in waterproof, high quality, Meiloon branded speakers.

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Ambient glow that illuminates both sides of the mirror.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> A great addition if you want to add a little luxury to your bathroom. 

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30786C0 8.64W 600mm 800mm 144 Cool White (6400K) 690 lm

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's

BluetoothTM Connectivity

55mm800mm

600m
m

570m
m

Demister activated 
via Rocker Switch
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Finlay
LED Mirror Cabinet

> 60 LED's on both sides of this cabinet provide bright and even illumination.

> The Finlay LED cabinet features a double-sided mirrored door, perfect for 
applying make-up and shaving when the cabinet door is both opened and 
closed. 

> Pull cord allows for easy activation of the LED's. 

> 2 adjustable glass shelves make this cabinet a great storage solution.

> This cabinet is an attractive, practical solution for all your bathroom storage 
needs.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'add storage and task 
lighting with Finlay'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30826C0 4.2W 600mm 650mm 60 Natural White (4000K) 390 lm

SE30826C0 - Closed SE30826C0 - Open

Double-sided mirrored door and 
2 adjustable glass shelves.

105mm 105mm

600mm

650mm

105mm
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LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Belle
Dual-Lit LED Mirror Cabinet

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Mirrored sides and mirrored internal door, this creates a look of elegance and 
sophistication from every angle of this cabinet.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> Features an internal shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> 3 adjustable glass shelves make the Belle a fantastic storage solution.

> This cabinet features double-sided door illumination.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'stunning design from
every angle'

SE30796C0 - Closed

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30796C0 9.54W 700mm 500mm 159 Cool White (6400K) 660 lm

SE30796C0 - Open

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's Shaver Socket
Mirrored side panels, internal 
illuminated mirror and 3 glass shelves. 500mm

70
0m

m
14

0m
m
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SE30806C0 - Closed

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Hadley
Over/Under LED Cabinet

> The overhead LED lamp provides great illumination for make-up application and 
shaving, but is also dimmable to create mood lighting.

> The integrated spot lights under the mirror create ambience in the bathroom 
whilst offering useful illumination over the sink.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Integrated demister pad ensures the mirror remains clear in steam filled 
bathrooms - activated via an independent rocker switch.

> Features an internal shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> Soft close doors for quiet and gentle closure.

> 3 adjustable glass shelves make this cabinet a great storage solution.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'stylish and contemporary 
storage solution'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30806C0 2.88W 600mm 500mm 48 Cool White (6400K) 230 lm

SE30806C0 - Open

Overhead Lamp

Under Cabinet Lighting

Infrared Sensor to
activate LED's

Shaver SocketDemister activated via 
Rocker Switch Hold your hand over the sensor to dim the 

lights up/down for both the overhead and 
under cabinet lighting.

398mm

500mm

60
0m

m

13
5m

m

13
5m

m
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Subject to technical changes

SE30816C0 - Closed

LED Illuminated Mirrors >

Aspen
Diffused Double LED Mirror Cabinet

> Diffused LED points. The very latest in LED technology.

> Double cabinet with double-sided mirrored doors.

> Ambient illumination at both sides of the cabinet creates a striking effect.

> Integrated infrared sensor means the lights can be switched on/off with the 
swipe of a hand; great for maintaining hygiene levels.

> Features an internal shaver socket suitable for electric shavers and toothbrushes.

> Soft close doors for quiet and gentle closure.

> 3 large adjustable glass shelves make this perfect for storing your bathroom 
products.

> IP44 rated, suitable for use in zone 2 areas of the bathroom (see page 80 for zonal 
diagram).

'boost your bathroom's 
style and storage space'

Code Wattage Height Width LED's LED Colour Lumens

SE30816C0 15.6W 700mm 700mm 78 Cool White (6400K) 1240 lm

SE30816C0 - Open

Infrared Sensor to activate LED's Shaver Socket

12
0m

m

700mm

70
0m

m

Double-sided mirrored door and 
3 adjustable glass shelves.
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Bathroom Zones
Using electrical equipment in bathrooms or wet rooms has always needed care to ensure safety. The IEE Wiring Regulations (17th Edition) have 
identified particular zones within the bathroom to indicate what type of electrical equipment can be installed. 

 
Inside the bath or shower. Must have a 
minimum rating of IP67 and must be low 
voltage (12V max.)

225cm above the bath or shower.  
Minimum rating of IP44. If the fitting is 
240V a 30ma RCD must also be used to 
protect the circuit in this zone.

The area stretching to 60cm outside the   
bath or shower and 60cm from water 
outlet of sink. An IP rating of at least 
IP44 is required.1 20

ZONE

OUTSIDE ZONES - Anywhere outside zones 0, 1 & 2 where water jets are not used for cleaning purposes, the general rules of BS7671 apply.

For more information visit www.sensio.co.uk80
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        IP65

The IP (Ingress Protection) rating is a two digit code given to a piece of electrical apparatus that indicates the degree of protection its enclosure provides
from dust, water and impact.  

Subject to technical changes

IP Ratings

  Protection Against 
Solid Objects

  Protection Against 
Liquids

1st Digit
Number

2nd Digit
Number
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Ceiling Lighting

Over Mirror Lighting

Wall Lighting

Plinth Lighting
Over Mirror Lighting

Cabinet Lighting

Flexible Strip Lighting

Product Index

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE30014W0.1 IP65 GU10 Shower Light - White 14

SE30022W0.1 IP65 GU10 Shower Light - Chrome 14

SE30034W0.1 IP65 GU10 Fire Rated Shower Light - White 15

SE30042W0.1 IP65 GU10 Fire Rated Shower Light - Chrome 15

SE37105C0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp - Cool White 14 - 16

SE37105W0.1 GU10 Dimmable COB LED Lamp - Warm White 14 - 16

SE380010 Acorn Round Glass Shower Light 16

SE381010 Fawn Square Glass Shower Light 16

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE34001C0 Neptune COB Over Mirror T-Bar Light - Cool White 19

SE34001W0 Neptune COB Over Mirror T-Bar Light - Warm White 19

SE34091W0 Phoenix Double Tube Wall Light 23

SE34101C0 Wave COB Over Mirror Light - Cool White 21

SE34101W0 Wave COB Over Mirror Light - Warm White 21

SE34201C0 Hydra COB Over Mirror Light - Cool White 20

SE34201W0 Hydra COB Over Mirror Light - Warm White 20

SE34301C0 Cascade COB Acrylic Over Mirror Light - Cool White 22

SE34301W0 Cascade COB Acrylic Over Mirror Light - Warm White 22

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE9006HDCW Orca IP44 Recess/Surface Light - Cool White 29

SE9006HDWW Orca IP44 Recess/Surface Light - Warm White 29

SE9006HDCWK2 Orca IP44 Recess/Surface Light - Cool White - 2 Pack 29

SE9006HDWWK2 Orca IP44 Recess/Surface Light - Warm White - 2 Pack 29

SE9006HDCWK3 Orca IP44 Recess/Surface Light - Cool White - 3 Pack 29

SE9006HDWWK3 Orca IP44 Recess/Surface Light - Warm White - 3 Pack 29

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE10345 IP44 Y-Splitter 29, 37

SE10346 IP44 Extension Lead 29, 37

SE30025C0 Lumo 2000mm IP65 Flexible Strip - Cool White 37

SE30025W0 Lumo 2000mm IP65 Flexible Strip - Warm White 37

SE30115C0 Lumo 1000mm IP65 Flexible Strip - Cool White 37

SE30115W0 Lumo 1000mm IP65 Flexible Strip - Warm White 37

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE35000C6 Nimbus IP67 Round Plinth Light Kit 36

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE32009W0 Infinity White LED Wall Light 26

SE34191W0 Erin Single LED Tube Wall Light 24

SE34291W0 Madison LED Up/Down Wall Light 25

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE20051C0 Mimas LED In Cabinet Light 31

SE20061C0 Solus Angled LED In Cabinet Spot Light 30

SE2007000 Pluggable USB Charger with 5m Cable 30 - 33

SE20230W0.1 Prisma Rechargeable Tiltable LED Light 32

SE20292W0 Orion Rechargeable LED Night Light 33

Rechargeable Cabinet Lighting
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LED Illuminated Mirrors

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE30456C0 Ester LED Mirror 56

SE30466C0 Isla Battery Powered LED Mirror 57

SE30486C0 Tula LED Mirror 58

SE30496C0 Albany LED Mirror 59

SE30506C0.1 Ava Battery Operated LED Mirror 60

SE30516C0 Orla Round LED Mirror 61

SE30536C0 Skye LED Mirror 62

SE30556C0 Sienna LED Mirror 66

SE30566C0.1 Nyla LED Mirror with Glass Shelf 65

SE30576C0.1 Bronte LED Mirror 67

SE30646C0 Crono Digital Clock LED Mirror 72

SE30656C0 Apollo Bluetooth LED Mirror 73

SE30676C0 Grace Diffused LED Mirror 74

SE30696C0.1 Kai LED Mirror 63

SE30716D0 Serenity Duo Backlit LED Mirror 64

 SE30726C0 Glimmer 500 Dimmable LED Mirror 68

SE30736C0 Glimmer 900 Dimmable LED Mirror 68

SE30746C0 Glimmer 1200 Dimmable LED Mirror 68

SE30756C0  Eden Backlit LED Mirror 69

SE30766C0  Lucia Ambient Side-Lit LED Mirror 70

SE30776C0 Vermont Diffused LED Mirror 71

SE30786C0  Rae Bluetooth Side-Lit LED Mirror 75

SE30796C0 Belle Dual-Lit LED Mirror Cabinet 77

SE30806C0 Hadley Over/Under LED Cabinet 78

SE30816C0 Aspen Diffused Double LED Mirror Cabinet 79

SE30826C0 Finlay LED Mirror Cabinet 76

Aluminium Profiles

Product Index

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE980050 2 x End Caps for Recessed Profile 38

SE980120 Linia Recessed Aluminium Profile - 1000mm 38

SE980220 Linia Recessed Aluminium Profile - 2200mm 38

SE981050 2 x Mounting Brackets for Surface Mounted/Recessed Profile 38, 39

SE981120 Fino Surface Mounted Aluminium Profile - 1000mm 39

SE981220 Fino Surface Mounted Aluminium Profile - 2000mm 39

SE982050 2 x End Caps for Surface Mounted Profile 39

Pendant Lighting

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE32001W0 Bellatrix Crushed Crystal Pendant Light 43

SE32101W0 Zirconia Crystal Cone Pendant Light 42

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE62191W0 Cora Dome LED Ceiling Light 46

SE62291W0 Hudson Flat Round LED Ceiling Light 47

SE62391W0 Astrid Single Adjustable LED Spotlight 48

SE62491W0 Astrid Cluster Adjustable LED Spotlight Cluster 49

Decorative Ceiling Lighting

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE30156W0 Florence IP44 LED Glass Shelf Light 53

Shaver Sockets

Shelf Lighting

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE3013400 White Dual Voltage Shaver and Toothbrush Socket 52

SE3014200 Chrome Dual Voltage Shaver and Toothbrush Socket 52

IP Rated Drivers

Product Code Product Description Page Number

SE40560 IP44 15W Driver with IP44 Lead 29, 37

SE490050.1 3W 350mA IP44 Driver 19 - 22

SE491050.1 12W 350mA IP44 Driver 19 - 22
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Unit 7 Speedwell Road
Whitwood, Castleford
West Yorkshire
WF10 5PY

All technical information is correct at the time of print (June 2018) however is subject to change 
throughout the course of the year.

tel: +44 (0)845 0340 780 
fax: +44 (0)845 0340 781 
email: info@sensio.co.uk 
web: www.sensio.co.uk

www.sensio.co.uk

Desktop • Tablet • Mobile
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